Abstract. Studying the stress-deformed state of structures with complexshaped boundary is an urgent task for designing and developing numerical and analytical methods of constructions, buildings and structures research. Stress concentration due to geometrically nonlinear shape of the boundaries -cutouts, notches, causes stress, deformation zones with significant magnitudes and gradients. Theoretical analysis of the boundary angle cutout domain stress-deformed state (SDS) under rupturing forced deformations comes down to studying singular solutions of elasticity theory homogeneous problem with power-type specifics. Novelty of the studies given herein is that the SDS in the vicinity of an irregular boundary point -the domain boundary angle cutout vertex, is characterized by stress limit values similar to stress intensity coefficients when applying force criteria in fracture mechanics. Asymptotics of elastic problem solution in the random opening boundary angle cutout domain is written using the stress limit values. Obtained asymptotic expression for elasticity theory plane problem solution allows to analyze the SDS of the domain boundary angle cutout zone as a function of the domain cutout opening angle, mechanical characteristics and eigenvalues of elasticity boundary-value problem in case of stresses homogeneous boundary conditions.
Introduction
Stress-deformed state (SDS) of a composite domain in the boundary angle cutout zones under forced deformations with a finite rupture of forced deformations along the contact line (surface) of the domain elements entering the boundary cutout vertex is considered. This paper is aimed at determining the SDS in the domain boundary angle point, to which forced deformation rupture enters, using the limit stress values called stress intensity coefficients in a manner similar to the force criteria in fracture mechanics.
Elasticity theory problem in the vicinity of an irregular point on the domain boundary special line comes down to consideration of two plane problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] : plane deformation and anti-plane deformation or transverse shear.
The SDS specifics conditioned by the domain boundary shape geometry -cutout, notch, is determined by the singularity of solution, the order of which depends on an elasticity theory homogeneous boundary-value problem eigenvalues [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The eigenvalues of a MATEC Web of Conferences 196, 01036 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201819601036 XXVII R-S-P Seminar 2018, Theoretical Foundation of Civil Engineering homogeneous boundary-value problem depend on the boundary shape, type of homogeneous boundary conditions, mechanical characteristics of the domain material and have a set of values [12] [13] [14] . Let's consider solution of a plane deformation elastic problem in the vicinity of the plane domain boundary angle cutout vertex in more detail.
Materials and Methods

Problem statement and solution
To obtain an asymptotic solution in the vicinity of the boundary irregular point -the angle cutout vertex, we consider the solution of a homogeneous boundary-value problem for wedge. A plane wedge-shaped domain with the opening 2 ( , 2 )     consists of two Let's introduce a polar coordinate system with the polar pole O (0.0) at the boundary angle cutout vertex and polar axis along the wedge symmetry axis. Solution of the homogeneous elastic problem in displacements for a wedge-shaped infinite domain in the vicinity of an arbitrary opening boundary angle point is written [4, 6, 8] as follows:
where  is an unknown parameter, ( ), ( ) f g   are unknown functions of the angle  to be determined. By substituting (1) in the Lame equations, we obtain the SDS, which depend on four arbitrary constants , , , A B C D to be determined:     with    , we obtain two homogeneous systems of linear equations:
For the homogeneous boundary-value problem to have non-zero solutions, it is necessary and sufficient that the determinants of each system (3a) and (3b) are equal to zero. The determinant of the first system (3a) is equal to: sin 2 sin 2 0 (1 ) sin (1 )
Taking into account the boundary conditions (3b), we obtain ratios for the coefficients B and D:
 
(1 ) sin (1 ) sin (1 )
Let's designate the stresses limit values in the vicinity of the domain boundary irregular point as follows: 
Taking into account the designations (8), (9) and ratios (6), (7), the coefficients A and B, C and D are expressed in terms of the stress limit values as follows:
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Stress-deformed state in the vicinity of the plane domain boundary angle cutout vertex
Solution of the homogeneous boundary-value problem (2) considering the coefficients (10) in the vicinity of the domain boundary angle cutout vertex is written as follows:
where the coefficients A, B, C, D satisfy the ratios (10) . Taking into account the set of eigenvalues i  of the equation solutions (4) and (5) 
 are the displacements and stresses caused by general displacement and stresses field [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or given forced temperature deformations discontinued along the wedge symmetry axis 0   of the following form:
According to (10) , the coefficients A, B, C, D are expressed in terms of the stress limit values I K , K I I , therefore stress-deformed state in the vicinity of the domain boundary irregular point depends on the parameters K I , K I I and is written as follows: 
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The SDS in the plane domain boundary angle point which is entered by forced deformations rupture in the form (13) using the stress values (8), (9) , called stress intensity coefficients similar to the force criteria in fracture mechanics, is obtained.
The principal term of elasticity theory boundary-value problem solution asymptotics in the vicinity of a domain boundary irregular point with an arbitrary opening of the boundary entering angle cutout in the form (14) is given. The obtained solution of the elastic problem (14) allows to analyze the influence of the stress limit values K I , K I I on the SDS in the vicinity of the plane domain boundary cutout vertex.
